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Stochastic resonance in the driven Ising model on small-world networks
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We investigate the stochastic resonance phenomena in the field-driven Ising model on small-world networks.
The response of the magnetization to an oscillating magnetic field is examined by means of Monte Carlo
dynamic simulations, with the rewiring probability varied. At any finite value of the rewiring probability, the
system is found to undergo a dynamic phase transition at a finite temperature, giving rise to double resonance
peaks. While the peak in the ferromagnetic phase grows with the rewiring probability, which in the paramag-
netic phase tends to reduce, indicating opposite effects of the long-range interactions on the resonance in the
two phases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known that a periodically modulated bista
system may display stochastic resonance~SR! arising from
the cooperative interaction between random noise and p
odic modulation@1#. Namely, when a system with an ene
getic activation barrier is subject to periodic but weak dr
ing, the inherent thermal stochastic noise can enhance
signal out of the system rather than weaken it. Such
phenomena, which have various practical applications@2#,
have been extensively investigated in a variety of systems
parallel to studies of systems with relatively small numb
of degrees of freedom, the research focus has been shiftin
extended complex systems with many degrees of freed
where interesting collective dynamic behavior can eme
@3,4#. In those studies of SR in extended systems, the un
lying connection topology of dynamic variables has usua
been assumed to be regular. However, recent studies of c
puter networks, neuronal networks, biochemical networ
and even social networks, have revealed that many real
tems in nature possess quite complex structures, which
be described neither by regular networks nor by comple
random networks@5#.

In this paper, we consider an Ising model on Watts a
Strogatz~WS! type small-world networks@6# and study the
SR behavior in the presence of temporally oscillating ex
nal magnetic fields. The WS network is characterized b
short characteristic path length and high clustering@6#, both
of which are commonly observed properties of real netwo
in nature. Accordingly, we believe that the study of SR in
extended system can be made more realistic if one use
WS network as the underlying topology.

There are five sections in this paper. Section II introdu
the system, i.e., the Ising model driven by oscillating ma
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netic fields on small-world networks. Defined in Sec. III
the dynamic order parameter, which conveniently descri
the dynamic phase transition. The relaxation behavior is
amined and the relaxation time is computed. Section IV
devoted to the stochastic resonance phenomena, chara
ized by double resonance peaks in the occupation ratio.
effects of long-range interactions on the resonance are in
tigated, revealing opposite trends in the ferromagnetic
paramagnetic phases. Finally, the main result is summar
and discussed in Sec. V.

II. ISING MODEL ON SMALL-WORLD NETWORKS

The WS network in the present paper is constructed
lowing Ref. @6#. First, a one-dimensional regular netwo
with only local connections~of rangek) is constructed with
the periodic boundary condition. Next, each local link is v
ited once, and with the rewiring probabilityP removed and
reconnected to a randomly chosen node. After the wh
sweep of the entire network, the average number of short
in the network of sizeN is given byNPk. Throughout this
paper, the interaction rangek is set equal to 2 for conve
nience; longer ranges (k.2) are not expected to lead to an
qualitative difference. After the WS network is built a
above, an Ising spin is put on every node, and an edge~or a
link! connecting two nodes is regarded as the coupling
tween the two spins at the two nodes.

The Hamiltonian for the field-driven Ising model on th
WS network thus reads

H52
J

2 (
i

(
j PL i

s is j2h~ t !(
i

s i , ~1!

whereJ is the coupling strength,s i(561) is the Ising spin
at nodei, the neighborhoodL i of i stands for the set of node
connected toi ~via either local edges or shortcuts!, and an
oscillating magnetic fieldh(t)5h0 cosVt is applied with the
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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driving amplitudeh0 and frequencyV. We perform Monte
Carlo ~MC! dynamic simulations, employing the heat ba
algorithm @7# and measuring the timet in units of the MC
time step. For thermalization, we start from sufficiently hi
temperatures and lower the temperatureT slowly with the
incrementDT50.02 ~in units of J/kB with the Boltzmann
constant kB). The driving amplitude and frequency a
mostly taken to beh050.1 andV50.1, although different
frequencies are also considered. While simulations are
formed at a given temperature, the data from the firs
3104 MC steps are discarded, which turns out to be su
cient for stationarity, and measurements are made for
next 104 MC steps. Networks of various sizes, up toN
56 400, are constructed as described above, and aver
are performed over 100 different network realizations.

In the absence of the long-range interaction (P50), the
network structure reduces to that of the one-dimensio
regular network with only local couplings. Accordingl
when P50, the driven Ising model described by Eq.~1! as
well as the undriven model (h050) should not exhibit long-
range order at finite temperatures. ForP5” 0, on the other
hand, it has been found that the~undriven! Ising model dis-
plays ferromagnetic order at finite temperatures@8#. This
suggests that the driven Ising model in Eq.~1! should un-
dergo a dynamic phase transition at a finite temperature
lessh(t) is too large. When all nodes are fully connecte
Eq. ~1! describes the infinite-range Ising model, whe
double SR peaks have been observed and argued to
generic property of the system with a continuous dynam
phase transition@9#. In view of this, similar double SR peak
are naturally expected whenP5” 0; this contrasts with the
caseP50, where the absence of a dynamic phase transi
implies the emergence of just a single SR peak@10#.

III. DYNAMIC PHASE TRANSITION

The dynamic phase transition in the system can be c
veniently described by the dynamic order parameter. We
measure the magnetization

m~ t ![
1

N (
i 51

N

s i , ~2!

and take the time average ofm(t) during thenth period of
h(t) to obtain

Qn[
V

2pEtn

tn11
dtm~ t !, ~3!

with tn[2pn/V. The dynamic order parameter is then d
fined to be

Q[ lim
n→`

Qn , ~4!

which takes different values below and above the criti
temperatureTc . Figure 1 shows thatQ5” 0 in the ferromag-
netic phase atT,Tc andQ50 in the paramagnetic phase
01110
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T.Tc , with Tc'3 for P50.5. In order to determineTc
more precisely, we measure the dynamic fourth-order cum
lant @11,12#

UN[12
@^Qn

4&#

3@^Qn
2&#2

, ~5!

where^•••& and @•••# denote the time average and the a
erage over different network realizations, respectively. AT
5Tc , the cumulantUN should have a unique value regar
less of the size of the system; this yields the estimationTc
'3.13, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1.

To investigate the time relaxation behavior, we begin w
the initial conditionm(t50)51 ~i.e., s i51 for all i ), and
measureQn in Eq. ~3! as a function oftn during MC simu-
lations. As time proceeds,Qn approaches the dynamic orde
parameter@see Eq.~4!# with the valueQ50 andQ5” 0 in the
high- and low-temperature phases, respectively. We find
the relaxation ofQn is very well described by the exponen
tial form Qn2Q}e2tn /t with tn52pn/V, which defines the
relaxation timet @13#. Figure 2 shows the relaxation beha
ior for P50.5 and 0.8 atT53.5; it is observed that the
exponential decay form describes the simulation results v
well. We repeat the same procedure at other temperat
and obtain the temperature dependence of the relaxa
time, shown in the inset of Fig. 2. As expected from t
existence of the finite-temperature dynamic phase transit
the relaxation time diverges near the dynamic transition po
(Tc'3.13 and 3.20 forP50.5 and 0.8, respectively!, and
decreases as we move away fromTc in both directions@9#.

IV. STOCHASTIC RESONANCE

In this section, we study how the long-range interactio
influence SR by varying the rewiring probabilityP. The SR
behavior is conveniently captured by the occupancy ratioR,
first introduced in Ref.@4# and defined to be the averag
fraction of the spins in the direction of the external field@14#:

FIG. 1. Dynamic order parameterQ vs the temperatureT in the
WS network of sizeN5200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, and 6400, at t
rewiring probabilityP50.5. Inset: dynamic fourth-order cumulan
UN has a unique crossing point atTc'3.13 ~in units of J/kB).
7-2
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R[ K number of spins in the direction of h~ t !

total number of spins L . ~6!

In other words,R measures how many spins follow the o
cillating magnetic field. It is easy to understand thatR has
the value of 1/2 in both low- and high-temperature lim
~see, e.g., Ref.@9#! and becomes larger near the SR tempe
ture, reflecting that more spins follow the external driving

In Fig. 3, R in the system withP50.5 is plotted as a
function of the temperature for various sizesN. The double
SR peaks are clearly exhibited, with the dip emerging in
vicinity of the dynamic phase transition temperatureTc de-
termined from the crossing ofUn . As the sizeN is increased,
the first SR peak at the lower resonance temperatureTSR

(1)

becomes sharper and apparently saturates forN*800, dis-
playing negligible finite-size effects. The SR temperatu
TSR

(1) and the heighthSR
(1) of the first resonance peak are di

played in the insets of Fig. 3, manifesting that there are

FIG. 2. Relaxation of the dynamic order parameter.Qn2Q vs tn

at temperatureT53.5 is plotted in the semilog scale for the rew
ing probability P50.5 and 0.8. As the measurement timetn is in-
creased,Qn is shown to approach its steady-state valueQ. Dashed
lines represent the least-squares fit to the exponential-decay
Qn2Q}e2tn /t, from which one can obtain the relaxation timet.
Inset: inverse of the relaxation time 1/t vs the temperatureT.

FIG. 3. Size effects of the occupancy ratioR vs the temperature
T for P50.5. The finite-size effects are stronger for the SR pea
the lower resonance temperature but become negligible foN
*800. Insets: size dependence of the SR temperatureTSR

(1) and of
the heighthSR

(1) of the first resonance peak.
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substantial size effects forN*800. For the second SR pea
at the higher resonance temperatureTSR

(2) , finite-size effects
are insignificant in both the heighthSR

(2) and the SR tempera
tureTSR

(2) . We thus conclude that the double SR peaks are
merely finite-size effects, and obtainTSR

(1)'2.70 andTSR
(2)

'4.46 from the positions of the two SR peaks in Fig. 3.
In Ref. @9#, the positions of SR peaks in the infinite-rang

Ising model have been analytically obtained from the tim
scaling matching condition: The intrinsic time scale given
the relaxation timet should match the extrinsic time scale
the external driving. Furthermore, sincet diverges only atTc
and decreases as the temperatureT is raised or lowered from
Tc , the presence of double SR peaks should be a gen
property of the system with a finite-temperature continuo
phase transition. However, the specific form of the match
condition for the infinite-range Ising modelt51
1A11V22 found in Ref. @9#, may not hold for the Ising
model on the WS network studied in this work. Here w
reveal the relation between the positions of double SR pe
and the relaxation time in the following manner. We fir
draw a vertical line atT5TSR

(2)('4.46) in the inset of Fig. 2
and locate the crossing point with the plot for 1/t, from
which a horizontal line is drawn. This horizontal line corr
sponds to the time-scale matching condition, and its cross
point with the lower temperature branch of the 1/t plot then
yields the position of the first SR peakTSR

(1) . This gives
TSR

(1)'2.70, which is in excellent agreement with the val
obtained from the first peak ofR in Fig. 3. The behavior ofR
with the temperatureT at various values of the rewiring
probability P is shown in Fig. 4. When long-range intera
tions are not present (P50), the Ising model does not estab
lish ferromagnetic order at finite temperatures, thus not d
playing a finite-temperature phase transition. Then expec
is a single SR peak instead of two peaks@9#, which is con-
firmed in Fig. 4. AsP is increased, the system behaves mo
similarly to the mean-field system, and exhibits clear dou
SR peaks, which, in the mean-field~infinite-range! limit,
have equal heights@9#. Note that the maximally connecte
case (P51) of the WS network hasO(N) long-range con-
nections while the infinite-range system hasO(N2) connec-
tions. This explains why the double peaks ofR at P51 do
not have equal heights in Fig. 4.

The SR peaks in Fig. 4 may be located from the condit
dR/dT50 except for the first resonance peak atP50.1,
where we have used the condition thatdR/dT has a mini-
mum positive value. In the insets of Fig. 4, the obtained
temperatures and peak heights are shown as functions ofP. It
is noteworthy that asP is increased, the heighthSR

(1) of the
first peak also grows, whereashSR

(2) reduces. In other words
addition of long-range interactions tends to enhance SR
the ferromagnetic phase, while the same addition suppre
SR in the paramagnetic phase. To understand these con
ing effects, which appear somewhat counterintuitive, we
tice that asP is increased, the critical temperatureTc shifts
toward higher temperatures, reducing the relative~tempera-
ture! distance toTSR

(2) in comparison with that toTSR
(1) . In the

paramagnetic phase, the correlation length should incre
with P sinceTSR

(2) becomes closer toTc ; this leads more spins

rm

t
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to be correlated and thus resistive to the change of the e
nal driving field, resulting in the suppression of SR. In t
ferromagnetic phase, on the other hand, a larger numbe
shortcuts~i.e., long-range connections! increases the distanc
to Tc , yielding a shorter correlation length. Accordingly, th
spins are allowed to better follow the external driving, a
the SR is enhanced. It is also to be noted that in the pre
system SR tends to saturate forP*0.7, and that almost the
same SR as the random network (P51.0) can be achieved
with a relatively small number of shortcuts. Similar enhan

FIG. 4. ~a! Occupancy ratioR vs the temperatureT and the
rewiring probabilityP in the system of sizeN5800.~b! Lower and
upper resonance temperaturesTSR

(1) andTSR
(2) as well as the dynamic

transition temperatureTc vs P. ~c! Heights hSR
(1) and hSR

(2) of the
resonance peaks vsP.
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ing and saturating tendency has also been found in the
chronization behavior of the coupled oscillators on sma
world networks@15#, as well as in the standard~single-peak!
SR behavior of the system of coupled bistable elements@16#.

We have also considered different driving frequencies a
investigated how the occupancy ratio behaves. Figure 5
plays the behavior ofR depending on the temperatureT for
various driving frequencies. The interval between the t
resonance peaks is observed to grow as the driving freque
is increased, which is consistent with the obtained relat
between the relaxation time and the driving frequency.
the other hand, the heights of the two peaks tend to red
with the driving frequency; eventually, the lower peak in t
ferromagnetic phase disappears, which reflects that at
driving frequencies there exists only one crossing point
tween the relaxation time and the driving frequency.

V. SUMMARY

We have examined the stochastic resonance phenome
the Ising model driven by oscillating magnetic fields o
small-world networks. Double resonance peaks have b
found to develop as the rewiring probability is increased, a
explained in terms of the diverging time scale at the dynam
phase transition. It has been demonstrated that the reson
behavior, essentially the same as that of the random netw
can be achieved with a relatively small number of shortcu
The most interesting finding in our system is that while s
chastic resonance is enhanced with the number of long-ra
connections in the ferromagnetic phase, it is suppresse
the paramagnetic phase. As an interpretation based on a
ogy, we suggest considering the opinion formation in a so
system: an instructor and a group of students. More lo
range connections in this analogy correspond to stronge
teractions, i.e., more active discussions between student
away, and thus help the group behave as a whole wit
majority of students having the same opinion~this situation
is closely related to the enhanced synchronization for lar
P in Ref. @15#!. However, this opinion, developed by activ

FIG. 5. Occupancy ratioR vs the temperatureT for the rewiring
probabilityP50.3 and several driving frequencies. While the inte
val between the two peaks tends to grow with the driving freque
V, the heights of the peaks generally reduce withV. At high fre-
quencies (V50.3), the lower peak in the ferromagnetic phase
observed to disappear.
7-4
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discussions among students, may not necessarily be the
ion preferred by the instructor of the class. The enhanced
peak in the ferromagnetic phase corresponds to the situa
that more interactions among students help the class fo
the instructor, with the students already having an ident
opinion ~whatever it is!. On the other hand, the suppressi
of SR in the paramagnetic phase is interpreted as the s
tion that more interactions make the students, among wh
an agreement is not reached, not so obedient to the instru
d.
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